Binary and ternary mixtures of microgel particles, hard spheres and non-adsorbing polymer in non-aqueous solvents
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

Crosslinked polystyrene (PS) particles were dispersed in diisopropyl adipate, a non-volatile, good solvent for PS. Depletion attractions between particles were induced by adding linear PS, with a polymer/particle size ratio of 0.3. For hard particles, with a high crosslink density, the colloid–polymer mixtures displayed phase separation in agreement with predictions for hard sphere–polymer mixtures. For similar sized but weakly crosslinked, soft microgel particles however, a significantly higher concentration of linear PS needed to be added to observe phase separation. This is because the non-adsorbing polymer can penetrate the soft microgels which weakens the depletion interaction.

In ternary mixtures of the hard and soft particles and linear PS, confocal microscopy reveals that mixed particle networks are formed. Upon adding soft particles to a hard particle gel network, there is only modest variation in the flow properties, with the moduli decreasing somewhat, yet viscosity increasing. It is argued that the effect of an increase of volume fraction is offset by a reduction in depletion interaction strength. This demonstrates that, in these ternary mixtures, microgels act like particles rather than polymer depletants; yet microgel addition allows high volume fraction polymer–colloid mixtures to be made whilst avoiding the viscosity increase that would normally result.

1. Introduction

Model systems using hard or nearly hard spheres play a key role in colloidal science experiments; the simplicity of these particles enables theoretical comparisons with experimental data as well as easy access to a multitude of different particle sizes, chemistries and interactions [1]. The study of colloid–polymer mixtures is no exception and a vast proportion of the literature on these systems is on model hard spheres, in particular on poly(methyl methacrylate) particles in cis-decalin with non-adsorbing poly(styrene) [2]. The critical minimum polymer volume fraction, \( \phi^* \), needed to induce flocculation, depends on a large number of variables, including the size ratio between the polymer and...
the colloid, the polymer molecular weight, the colloid volume fraction and the solvency [3]. Nonetheless, the colloidal particle “hardness” also affects $\phi^1$. For soft particles in a theta solvent, the non-adsorbing polymer is able to penetrate the colloid and thus the depletion interaction is weakened. In a good solvent, the effect of the interpenetration is restricted [4]. Furthermore, the polymer will penetrate the soft particle less when the colloidal particles and non-adsorbing polymer are incompatible [5]. For hard particles there is no penetration and thus the samples are less stable to flocculation.

There is very little literature on the use of soft microgel particles in the depletion induced phase separation, and in most studies involving microgel particles they are modelled as hard spheres [6–10]. Weakly cross-linked microgel particles however, are not hard [1] and particle softness is important when determining the phase separation of microgel–polymer mixtures [11]. Saunders and Vincent studied the effect of non-adsorbing polymer on lightly cross-linked microgel particles. Initially, osmotic deswelling of the particles occurred on addition of non-adsorbing polymer and on increasing the polymer concentration further, the deswollen particles flocculated [12]. Clarke and Vincent looked at the depletion of crosslinked microgel particles in ethyl benzene with added poly(styrene). They saw that $\phi^1$ depended on the extent of swelling of the microgels which determines whether the particles can be modelled as hard or soft particles [13].

The majority of literature on colloid–polymer mixtures focuses on binary mixtures where the interactions between non-adsorbing polymer and one type of hard colloidal particle are probed. In real industrial systems, however, complex formulations are used where multiple hard and/or soft particles are included in the formulations [14]. It is therefore timely to seek a description going beyond hard sphere mixtures.

The study of ternary mixtures, where two types of colloidal particles are mixed with non-adsorbing polymer, could enhance the understanding of the interactions and phase behaviour of real, industrial formulations. However, the literature on such systems is limited. Schmidt and Denton studied ternary mixtures of colloidal spheres, ideal polymer and thin needles. A rich phase behaviour was observed, where a region of three coexisting phases could be achieved by varying the particle sizes and concentrations. A geometry based density functional theory was applied to the bulk fluid phases and used to predict demixing [14]. Additionally, non-spherical rod and platelet particles were used in ternary mixtures by Esztermann et al. where a geometry based density functional theory was also used [15].

Whilst there is literature on both ternary mixtures and on mixtures with soft particles, there is little literature on the study of mixtures which include both hard and soft colloidal particles. Hennesquin et al. studied the phase behaviour of asymmetric colloidal particles where the particle softness was varied using a sterically stabilising layer. They studied three different types of mixtures, where the particle softness of both the large and small particles was varied. However, the phase behaviour of their mixtures was not greatly affected by the particle softness [16]. There is no known literature on the phase behaviour of ternary mixtures that include both hard and soft particles with non-adsorbing polymer. Such a system would provide a better model for industrial formulations which include multiple types of particles.

This work looks at both binary and ternary microgel and/or hard sphere–polymer mixtures. Highly cross-linked, fluorescently labelled poly(styrene) latex particles are used as the hard particles and lightly cross-linked poly(styrene) microgel particles are used as the soft particles. Both types of particles have a hydrodynamic radius of ca. 80 nm so that the effect of particle hardness rather than particle size can be determined.

In particular, we are interested in how the soft microgel particles affect the phase behaviour of the mixtures, which is analysed using differential interference contrast microscopy and macroscopic images, and the strength of any networks that are formed during the depletion interaction which is measured using rheology. Confocal laser scanning microscopy is also used to examine the structures formed.

| Table 1 |
| Description of particles used in binary and ternary mixtures. Hydrodynamic radii were determined in water ($r_w$) and DIA ($r_d$). |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>XLD $^a$</th>
<th>$r_w$/nm</th>
<th>$r_d$/nm</th>
<th>$\phi_r^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microgel</td>
<td>Poly(styrene) microgel particles</td>
<td>1/80</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent poly (styrene) latex particles stabilised with AL22</td>
<td>Fluorescently labelled poly (styrene) with $M_w = 498,000$ g mol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td>Poly(styrene)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Cross-link density expressed as the molar ratio between monomer and cross-linker. $^b$ $\phi_r = r_d/r_w$. $^c$ Radius of gyration $r_g$.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the three types of particles used in the binary and ternary mixtures.](image)

2. Experimental

Three types of particles were used in the binary and ternary mixtures: microgel particles, hard sphere, fluorescently labelled particles and non-adsorbing polymer, see Table 1 and Fig. 1. The following section describes the synthesis of both the microgels and the fluorescently labelled particles, the sample preparation and characterisation. Linear poly(styrene) with a molecular weight, $M_w$ of 498,000 g mol$^{-1}$ and an $M_w/M_n$<1.2, was purchased from Pressure Chemical Company.

2.1. Materials

Styrene (S), potassium persulphate (KPS), sodium dodecylbenzenesulphonate (SDBS), divinylbenzene (55%) (DVB) and Sudan 2 were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Methacryloxyethyl thio carbamoyl rhodamine B was purchased from Polysciences Europe GmbH. Agrimer AL22 was kindly supplied by Ashland. Prior to the reaction, the styrene was run through a column to remove any inhibitor. Styrene, KPS and DVB were kept at 278 K before use.

The solvent chosen for the binary mixtures was diisopropyl adipate (DIA) which was donated by Croda. This solvent was chosen as it is swells the microgel particles well but also has a low volatility, and thus the solvent will not evaporate during experiments; this was a particular concern for rheological experiments. Whilst DIA is commercially important as a solvent, there is little data regarding this solvent available in the literature.

2.2. Particle synthesis

2.2.1. Microgel particle synthesis

The microgel particles were made via an emulsion polymerisation according to Ref. [17]. The total reaction volume was 400 ml. 90.22 wt % water was mixed with 0.14 wt% SDBS in a 3-necked round bottomed
were then combined in a 3-necked round bottomed flask connected to a reflux condenser and exposed to an argon atmosphere. The mixture was stirred at 500 rpm for 10 min. 3.22 wt% styrene and 0.05 wt% DVB were then added and stirred for a further 15 min. 0.12 wt% KPS initiator, dissolved in 3.75 wt% water and washed with another 2.5 wt% water, was then added and the reaction was heated at 338 K for 24 h.

After cooling to room temperature, the product was run through glass wool to remove any partially polymerised residues and then dialysed against deionised water for two weeks, until the conductance was stable. The water was removed using a rotary evaporator and the solid white particles were dried in a vacuum oven overnight.

2.2.1.1. Fluorescent microgel particles. Lightly cross-linked microgel particles were dyed with Sudan 2, a fluorescent dye. Initially 0.252 g of microgel particles were dispersed in 12 ml tetrahydrofuran, THF (99.9%, VWR Chemicals) with 0.022 g Sudan 2. The microgel particles were homogenised by tumbling overnight. THF is a good solvent for poly(styrene), hence the particles were highly swollen and the dye molecules could penetrate into the interior of the particles during dispersion. Any dye that was not taken up by the particles was removed by centrifuging the solutions at 20,100 g for 25 min using a Labnet Prism Microcentrifuge (24 place rotor, 230 V). The supernatant was replaced with fresh THF and the process was repeated three times. The THF was then removed in a rotary evaporator and the particles were dried in a vacuum oven overnight.

2.2.2. Fluorescent poly(styrene) particles

For the hard spheres, highly cross-linked poly(styrene) and divinylbenzene microgel particles were made via an emulsion polymerisation. The cross-link density, expressed as a molar ratio of monomer: cross-linker was 1:10. Methacryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl rhodamine B, a fluorescent dye with an excitation wavelength of 548 nm and an emission wavelength of 570 nm was incorporated into the particles during the synthesis. During propagation, the terminal vinyl groups at the end of the dye decompose in the presence of free radicals and hence the dye becomes chemically linked to the particles.

An aqueous phase of 92.89 wt% water and 0.025 wt% SDS was mixed and degassed with argon. An oil phase of 5.59 wt% styrene, 1.41 wt% DVB, 0.08 wt% KPS and 3.5 × 10⁻³ wt% methacryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl rhodamine B was prepared separately. The two phases were then combined in a 3-necked round bottomed flask, connected to a reflux condenser and stirred using an overhead mechanical stirrer at 300 rpm. The solution was mixed under an atmosphere of argon for 15 min before the temperature was increased to 363 K. The reaction was carried out for 24 h.

After cooling to room temperature, the product was run through glass wool to remove any partially polymerised residues and then dialysed against deionised water for two weeks, until the conductance was stable. The water was removed using a rotary evaporator and the solid pink particles were dried in a vacuum oven overnight.

The fluorescent dye changes the surface chemistry of the particles and hence they no longer disperse in diisopropyl adipate without the aid of a stabilising polymer. Agrimer AL22, a commercial comb copolymer with a poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) backbone and 80% C18 side chains, was used to stabilise the fluorescently labelled poly(styrene) particles. A stock solution of fluorescently labelled poly(styrene) particles stabilised with AL22 in DIA was made with a volume fraction of 0.27. For a 10 ml stock solution, 4.2 g particles were initially dispersed in 3 ml DIA and a slurry was formed. The sample was homogenised using a high shear mixer (Silverson L4RT) for 5 min and then placed in a sonic bath (IND 500D, Ultrawave) for a further 5 min. During these steps any aggregates between the particles were broken up. Separately, 2 × 10⁻⁴ g AL22 was stirred in 3 ml DIA, which had previously been heated to ca. 323 K to dissolve the polymer. The two solutions were combined and homogenised using the high shear mixer for 5 min and then left stirring overnight. Dynamic light scattering was used to measure the particle size and confirm that the particles were fully dispersed.

2.3. Characterisation

The particles were dispersed in DIA and their hydrodynamic size was determined by dynamic light scattering using a Malvern Autosizer 4800 with a wavelength of 532 nm at 298 K. The microgel particles were dissolved in fresh solvent at a concentration of ca. 5 mg ml⁻¹. For the highly cross-linked, fluorescent poly(styrene) particles the stock solutions were diluted until the particle concentration was ca. 5 mg ml⁻¹. All of the solutions were filtered with a 5 μm Millipore filter to remove any dust particles. Readings were taken multiple times to ensure reproducible results. To analyse the light scattering data, the refractive indices of the solvents were measured using an Abbé refractometer where the temperature was controlled using a water bath.

The radius of gyration of the non-adsorbing poly(styrene) polymer was determined using a Brookhaven multiancele Bi-200SM goniometer with a BI-900AT digital signal processor and a wavelength of 488 nm. The angle was varied from 30 to 15°, the pin hole was set to 1 mm and the power was 0.1 W. The dark count average was 579 s⁻¹ and 5 repeats were taken for each angle, where the dust rejection multiplier was 3. 0.2 vol.% solutions were prepared and samples were filtered using a 5 μm Millipore filter before use to remove any dust. A ratio of the sample intensity and the intensity of pure toluene was determined; the intensity was also corrected for the scattering intensity of the pure solvent. For pure DIA solvent it was assumed that the solvent exhibited Rayleigh scattering, where the scattering intensity is independent of the scattering angle. Rg of the polymer was determined using a Guinier analysis.

An Olympus BX-51 differential interference contrast (DIC) microscope with a 40× objective was used to observe the mixtures. This technique highlights refractive index gradients in the focal plane and hence is very useful for detecting phase separation of colloidal particles.

The samples were homogenised using a vortex mixture prior to imaging. A pipette was used to draw a drop of the sample onto a glass slide and a cover slip was placed on top of the sample. Although DIA is a non-volatile solvent, clear nail polish was used to seal the sample before images were taken.

After microscopic images were taken, the samples were left to stand for at least 3 weeks, and images were taken every week. These images were used to study the height and appearance of the phase separation. Height profiles were obtained from the images by measuring the H/H0 after 7 days, where H is the height of the bottom layer in the sample and H0 is the total sample height.

The rheology of the samples was measured using a Malvern Kinexus Pro Rheometer controlled by rSpace software with a 20 mm diameter, 4° cone and plate geometry. Shear rate sweeps were carried out, where the shear rates were varied from 0.01 to 1200 s⁻¹ with 11 readings taken per decade. Two sweeps were carried out for each sample where initially the viscosity was measured with increasing shear rate. Once this sweep was finished the viscosity was remeasured with a decreasing shear rate.

Frequency sweeps were also carried out for each sample. The frequency sweep must be measured in the linear viscoelastic region of the sample, that is where the rheological properties are independent of the shear strain [17]. To determine the linear viscoelastic region of the samples, a shear strain sweep between 0.01 and 1% strain was performed and an appropriate shear strain for the frequency sweep was chosen. Two frequency sweeps were then measured, where the frequencies probed ranged from 2 Hz, for a weak sample or 5 Hz, for a stronger sample to 0.001 Hz. An average of the moduli at 0.5 Hz was taken and used to compare different samples. An example of these sweeps is shown in the Supplementary Information.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy, CLSM (Leica SP5 fitted with a resonant scanner) was used to image the fluorescently labelled poly
(styrene) particles and mixtures. A rectangular glass capillary with inner dimensions of 0.10 mm × 1.00 mm (Vitrocom) was filled with the suspensions and sealed on each end with epoxy glue. For the binary mixtures, the excitation wavelength was 543 nm and a 63 × oil immersion objective was used. For the ternary mixtures where two different fluorescent particles were used, two different excitation channels were also used with a 63 × oil immersion objective. For the rhodamine B hard sphere particles an excitation wavelength of 420 nm was used. For qualitative imaging of the gel structure, 2D (512 × 512 pixels), and 3D (full scan of the capillary in the z direction) data sets were recorded.

### 2.4. Determination of particle volume fractions

Before the sample preparation is described, it is important here to discuss how the volume fractions are calculated and the errors associated with them. The volume fraction of the particles is determined by first calculating the volume fraction of an equivalent unswollen, dense particle. This is done by dividing the mass of the particle per unit of volume by the poly(styrene) density, 1.05 g ml⁻¹.

The microgel particles are highly swollen in solvent and hence this is a viable technique to analyse the particle volume fraction. The fluorescently labelled particles, however are highly cross-linked and therefore should not swell significantly in solvent. Nonetheless, the DLS experiments suggest that the particles swell slightly in solvent and hence $r_{hl}$ is also used to calculate $\phi$ for these particles.

The volume fractions of the hard sphere–microgel mixtures are determined by adding the calculated $\phi$ values for the two components together. The main drawback of calculating $\phi$ in this way is that any errors associated with the dynamic light scattering measurements are then incorporated into the particle concentrations.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig. 2.** Phase diagrams of fluorescent poly(styrene)–polymer mixtures (a) and microgel–polymer mixtures (b). Green triangles = stable fluid, red triangles = cluster formation, blue circles = weak gel, black circles = gel and purple square = fluid-fluid separation. The solid line shows the theoretical curve from Ref. [18] where $q_0 = 0.34$. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

### 2.5. Sample preparation

The ratios of concentrations of microgels and hard sphere particles were varied to produce 7 different binary and ternary mixtures, see Table 2. For each mixture, the polymer concentration was also varied.

To prepare the mixtures, initially the individual particles and polymer were dispersed in DIA separately and the two components were then mixed together. The initial particle volume fractions were twice as large as the final volume fractions, as mixing the two components halved each volume fraction.

For microgel–polymer (MP) mixtures, solid microgel particles were dispersed in 1.5 ml DIA in 3.5 ml vials; these vials were homogenised overnight by tumbling on rollers. Two different particle volume fractions were studied, MP0.10 and MP0.20.

A concentrated polymer solution was also prepared in a similar manner to the microgel solutions. The polymer concentrations are expressed in $c_p/c^*$ where $c_p$ is the polymer concentration in g ml⁻¹ and $c^*$ is the polymer overlap concentration:

$$c^* = \frac{3M_w}{4\pi R_g^3 N_A}$$

where $M_w$ is the polymer molecular weight. The radius of gyration, $R_g$, for the polymer used in these experiments was measured using static light scattering and was 22.5 nm, corresponding to a polymer overlap concentration of 17.5 mg ml⁻¹. The desired polymer concentration was added to the microgel solutions and for some concentrations, additional DIA was needed, to make a total sample volume of 3 ml.

For fluorescent poly(styrene)–polymer (FP) mixtures, the stabilisation of the particles in DIA is described in Section 2.2.2. FP mixtures with a volume fraction of 0.13 were made by adding 0.75 ml of the concentrated particle solution to a 1.75 ml vial, the desired concentration of polymer solution was then added. Ternary microgel–fluorescent particle–polymer (MFP) mixtures with an overall volume fraction of 0.23 were made in the same manner described above.

As the stock solution had a volume fraction of 0.27, it was not possible to dilute this further when making FP0.27 mixtures. Therefore, for these mixtures, solid poly(styrene) was added directly to the stock solution in 1.75 ml vials. For MFP0.37 and MFP0.46, it was also not possible to dilute the stock particle solutions as the initial volume fractions were too high. Therefore, 1.5 ml of stock particle solution was added to either a 1.75 ml or 3 ml vial and solid microgel particles were added. Solid poly(styrene) was also added in the same manner as above.

This does, however result in slightly lower volume fractions than previously stated, as the overall volume is slightly higher than 1.5 ml. Consequently MFP0.37 mixtures actually have a microgel volume fraction of 0.099 and a hard sphere volume fraction of 0.268. Additionally, MFP0.46 mixtures have a microgel volume fraction of 0.197 and a hard sphere volume fraction of 0.265. All the above mixtures were homogenised by tumbling for at least 12 h before any characterisation was carried out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>F conc. (g ml⁻¹)</th>
<th>$F_\phi$</th>
<th>M conc. (g ml⁻¹)</th>
<th>$M_\phi$</th>
<th>Total conc. (g ml⁻¹)</th>
<th>Total $\phi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP0.10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP0.20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP0.13</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP0.27</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFP0.23</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFP0.37</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFP0.46</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$M =$ microgel particles, $F =$ highly cross-linked fluorescent hard spheres, $P =$ non-ad- sorbing polymer.
3. Results

A brief description of each type of particle used in the following binary and ternary mixtures is given in Table 1. The hydrodynamic radius is 75 nm and 80.5 nm for the fluorescent poly(styrene) particles and the microgels respectively corresponding to a size ratio, $q_r$, of 0.28–0.3.

Fig. 3. DIC images of the binary and ternary mixtures. The polymer concentration, in $c_p/c^*$ is indicated below each image. The scale bar in each image is 50 μm.
3.1. Binary mixtures

DIC microscopy, height profiles and rheology measurements were all used to gain an overall picture of the phases formed when non-absorbing poly(styrene) is added to both hard sphere and microgel particles. The experimental results are plotted as a phase diagram and compared to the free volume perturbation theory for a mixture of hard sphere colloids and interacting polymer with a size ratio of 0.34 [18], compared to the free volume perturbation theory for a mixture of hard particles. The experimental results are plotted as a phase diagram and compared to the free volume perturbation theory for a mixture of hard sphere colloids and interacting polymer with a size ratio of 0.34 [18], see Fig. 2. Five different regimes are seen: fluid, cluster phase, fluid–fluid phase separation, weak gel and strong gel. A sample is described as a weak gel if the DIC microscopy images and height profiles suggest that a network is forming, but the rheological experiments do not provide evidence of a network in the sample. For a sample to be described as gel, rheology, DIC microscopy and the height profiles all indicate that a network has formed in the sample.

For the FP mixtures, the fluid–solid phase boundary agrees well with theoretical predictions from the literature, see Fig. 2a. For FP0.13 mixtures there is no region where a weak gel is formed and the samples transition directly from a fluid to a gel at $c_p/c^* = 0.7$. For FP0.27 mixtures a fluid–fluid phase separation is observed at $c_p/c^* = 0.7$. Although this fluid–fluid separation is not expected, the size ratio used can produce fluid phases on rare occasions and it is expected that this fluid–fluid region of the phase diagram is narrow [7]. For FP0.27 mixtures a weak gel is formed when $c_p/c^* = 1.1$ and gel is formed when $c_p/c^* = 1.5$. The fluid–fluid phase separation is clearly observed in the DIC images, see Fig. 3 and in the confocal microscopy image, see Supplementary Information.

The phase behaviour of hard sphere–polymer mixtures is compared to that of the microgel–polymer mixtures in Fig. 2. It has been observed in the literature, that non-absorbing polymer can cause microgel particles to deswell [12], however, this was not observed during this experiment (see Supplementary Information).

There are a number of differences between the phase diagram of FP and MP mixtures, the most noticeable being the presence of a cluster phase in the MP mixtures and the significantly higher critical polymer concentration needed to induce a phase separation, $\phi^*$, values for the MP mixtures than the FP mixtures, see Fig. 2. For MP0.10 mixtures, twice as much polymer is needed to reach a phase boundary than for FP0.13 mixtures. Furthermore, the fluid–solid phase boundary for the FP mixtures agrees well with theoretical predictions from the literature whereas for the MP mixtures it does not.

Microgel–polymer (MP) mixtures aggregate to form open clusters at $c_p/c^* = 1.5$, for MP0.10, and 0.9 for MP0.20. In MP0.10 the polymer samples are not made with a high enough polymer concentration to form a gel, whereas for MP0.20, samples form a weak gel when $c_p/c^* = 1.9$, see Fig. 2b. The minimum critical polymer concentration needed to induce a phase separation, $\phi^*$, for MP mixtures is significantly higher than the theoretical curve shown in Fig. 2b. The presence of the cluster phase, at $c_p/c^* = 0.9$ can clearly be seen in DIC images of MP0.20 mixtures, see Fig. 3.

The strength of the gels formed can be determined from rheology. In a flow curve, a sample that has formed a gel will be shear thinning, where the viscosity decreases with shear rate. Newtonian flow in a sample, where the viscosity is independent of the shear rate does not indicate the presence of a network [19,20]. All the MP mixtures made show Newtonian behaviour, even at the highest polymer concentrations. Fig. 4a shows the flow curves for MP0.20, and similar data were obtained for MP0.10 mixtures.

A frequency sweep can be used to calculate the elastic ($G'$) and viscous ($G''$) moduli of a sample. If $G' > G''$ then the sample is elastic and a network has formed, if $G' < G''$ then the sample is viscous and there is no network formed. The formation of a network can also be shown by a jump in the values of the moduli with increasing polymer concentration [21].

The moduli of MP0.20 mixtures as a function of polymer concentration is shown in Fig. 4c where the moduli have been taken at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. At all polymer concentrations, the moduli of these mixtures are very low and only $G''$ at the highest concentration is above...
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circles = gel. The solid line shows the theoretical curve from Ref. [18] where $G^\prime \phi_p/\phi = 0.9$. MFP0.46 has the highest total particle volume fraction, and this could explain why $G^\prime$ is often greater than $G^\prime\phi_p/\phi$.

Both the flow curves and frequency sweeps provide evidence that the MP mixtures do not form gels at any polymer concentration studied. Therefore, any sample that appears to be forming a network in the DIC microscopy and height profiles has been described as a weak gel in Fig. 2a.

The rheology for FP mixtures is also significantly different to MP mixtures. All FP mixtures (apart from the lowest polymer concentrations) are shear thickening and have lower viscosities than the MP mixtures, see Fig. 4b. Furthermore, the elastic and viscous moduli for FP mixtures are higher than for MP mixtures, indicating that the networks formed in FP mixtures are stronger, see Fig. 4c. There is very little difference between the elastic and viscous moduli for the three FP mixtures with the highest $G^\prime/\phi_p/\phi$ and consequently it is difficult to determine when the samples become gelled. Nonetheless, the phase diagram has been constructed by considering the DIC images, height profiles and rheology together and it is concluded that only the last two samples have gelled, with only the last sample forming a strong gel.

3.2. Ternary mixtures

Three different ternary mixtures were made: MFP0.23, MFP0.37 and MFP0.46, see Table 2. The phase diagrams of these ternary mixtures are shown in Fig. 5 and are compared to a theoretical curve from Ref. [18] where $\phi_\pi = 0.34$, shown by the solid line in Fig. 5 [18].

The ternary mixtures all form weak gels when $G^\prime/\phi_p/\phi = 0.7$ and gels when $G^\prime/\phi_p/\phi = 0.9$. MFP0.46 has the highest total particle volume fraction and thus it is expected that $\phi_\pi$ for MFP0.46 would be lower than other MFP mixtures, however, a stable fluid is still present for this sample above the theoretical line shown in Fig. 5c. One possible explanation for this is that the microgel particles are reducing the strength of the depletion interaction and are hence affecting the phase behaviour. The DIC microscopy images show that a space filling network is formed for all MFP mixtures when $G^\prime/\phi_p/\phi = 0.7$, see Fig. 3.

There is some evidence that the addition of soft particles affects the phase behaviour of ternary microgel–colloid–polymer mixtures. To further examine the effect of these soft particles on the networks formed during the depletion induced phase separation, the rheology of the mixtures was examined.

Data for gel samples at $G^\prime/\phi_p/\phi = 1.1$ are shown in Fig. 6. All samples are shear thinning; whilst the viscosity increases on adding microgel particles, there is a small decrease of the elastic and viscous moduli. This is discussed in detail below. For comparison, data are also shown for fluid samples at $G^\prime/\phi_p/\phi = 0.4$. The elastic and viscous moduli decrease with increasing microgel volume fraction. The flow curves (panel b) however show that these samples are still near-Newtonian fluids, and the onset of phase separation or gel formation around $G^\prime/\phi_p/\phi = 0.7$ is also in agreement with macroscopic settling behaviour (see Supplementary Information). The effect of replacing microgel particles with hard spheres in binary colloid–polymer mixtures, and adding hard sphere particles to microgel–colloid–polymer mixtures was also considered (see Supplementary Information).

3.3. Confocal microscopy

From the DIC microscopy images it is clear to see that MFP mixtures form a space-filling network when $G^\prime/\phi_p/\phi = 0.7$ or higher. CLSM can be used to determine if the two types of particles flocculate to form a homogeneous network or two separate, inter-penetrating networks [22]. Microgel

![Phase diagram of microgel–fluorescent polystyrene–polymer mixtures. (a) Microgel volume fraction = 0, (b) microgel volume fraction = 0.1 and (c) microgel volume fraction = 0.2. Green filled triangles = stable fluid, red open triangles = clusters, blue filled circles = weak gel, purple open squares = fluid–fluid phase and black open circles = gel. The solid line shows the theoretical curve from Ref. [18] where $\phi_\pi = 0.34$. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)](image-url)
particles were dyed with Sudan 2 according to Section 2.2.1 and an MFP0.37 mixture with \(c_p/c = 0.7\) was made and examined. The two particles both form the same homogeneous network and, although there are a few regions that could be described as either microgel or hard sphere rich, there is no evidence of two separate inter-penetrating networks, see Fig. 7.

4. Discussion

4.1. Depletion interactions

The depletion attraction between two colloidal particles immersed in a polymer solution is proportional to the overlap volume of the depletion zones surrounding the two spheres \((V_{ov})\), which in turn depends on the centre to centre particle separation \(r_d\), the particle radius \(r\) and the thickness of the depletion layer \(\beta\) [7]. The effective depletion radius \(r_d\) then follows as:

\[
r_d = r + \beta
\]

and

\[
V_{ov} = \frac{4\pi}{3} r_d^3 \left[ 1 - \frac{3}{4} \pi \frac{r}{r_d} + \frac{1}{16} \left( \frac{r}{r_d} \right)^3 \right].
\]

The maximum extent of overlap \((d_{ov(max)})\) (resulting in the maximum overlap volume) for any two particles is given by \(2(r_d - r)\). This is equal to sum of the depletion layer thicknesses for the two particles, see Fig. 8. Therefore, particles with a large depletion layer thickness \(\beta\) will have a large maximum extent of overlap and hence a strong depletion interaction. For the soft microgel particles, \(\beta\) is smaller than for the hard particles due to the penetration of the non-adsorbing polymer into the interaction. For the soft microgel particles, \(\beta\) has a large maximum extent of overlap and hence a strong depletion interaction.

4.2. Binary mixtures

In all mixtures, increasing the overall particle volume fraction decreases \(\phi^c\) in agreement with the literature [3]. \(\phi^c\) for MP mixtures is significantly higher than for FP mixtures, particularly for MPO.10 where twice as much polymer is needed to induce aggregation than for FP0.13. The main reason for this difference in \(\phi^c\) is the weakened depletion interaction in MP mixtures due to penetration of the polymer into the particles. Highly cross-linked poly(styrene) particles are harder than microgels and thus there is less penetration and the depletion interaction is stronger [3,4,23].

Furthermore, the microgel particles are made of only poly(styrene) without any additional polymer stabilising the particles. The mixing between the poly(styrene) particles and the non-adsorbing poly(styrene) is favourable, which encourages penetration and weakens the depletion interaction further [3,5]. The highly cross-linked particles are stabilised with a comb copolymer which is not made of poly(styrene). This stabilising polymer has unfavourable mixing with the non-adsorbing poly(styrene) which reduces the likelihood of polymer penetrating into the harder particles.

Another major difference between the MP and FP mixtures is the formation of a stable cluster phase in the MP mixtures. Such phases exist when there is a competition between depletion attraction and long range repulsions, limiting the size of the aggregates. Typically the long ranged repulsion results from electrostatic interactions on the colloidal particles where double layer interactions act as a soft repulsive barrier between the particles [7]. The electrostatic interactions in charged colloid–polymer mixtures also result in a higher polymer concentration needed to induce a phase separation.

The cluster size depends on the relative ratios of the repulsive and attractive interactions and their properties are time independent [24]. Stradner et al. demonstrate the universality of these clusters using two different model systems: protein solutions and colloid–polymer mixtures using small angle neutron scattering and confocal microscopy [25]. Zhou et al. studied the depletion induced phase separation of charged silica particles on the addition of non-adsorbing poly(styrene) and their experimental data was successfully modelled using theoretical...
predictions by Gögelein and Tuinier [27]. They demonstrated that adding salt screens the electrostatic interactions and enables the attractive interactions to dominate, resulting in more straightforward phase behaviour, where no clusters were present [26]. Charges on the microgel particles could provide an explanation for the stable cluster phase seen in the microgel–polymer mixtures.

Sedgwick et al. looked at the effect of density matching on the phase separation of charged and charge screened colloid–polymer mixtures. For charge screened, density matched mixtures they also saw clusters above a critical polymer concentration. These clusters were caged by their nearest neighbours which suspended long range motion and prevented large aggregates from forming. Furthermore, the clusters did not sediment under gravity. They described the formation of these mixtures using mode coupling and cluster mode coupling theories [28].
particles are predominately made of solvent and hence are close to a density matched system. Therefore, even (small) clusters of microgel particles will not sediment under gravity and a stable cluster phase is possible.

4.3. Ternary mixtures

In the ternary mixtures, the soft microgel particles behave differently to the highly cross-linked poly(styrene) hard spheres. The relationship between the microgel volume fraction and network strength is not straightforward and depends on the polymer concentration and subsequent phase of the mixtures.

Adding microgels to a hard sphere–polymer mixture does not appear to affect the interactions between the particles significantly, particularly at a high polymer concentration, see Fig. 6. When soft particles are added to a hard sphere–polymer mixture, two opposing interactions occur which counteract each other. The overall particle volume fraction of the mixture increases which should increase the network strength, however, the soft microgel particles weaken the systems and therefore the overall particle strengths do not significantly change.

This counterbalance between two opposing processes helps to explain why all three ternary mixtures have the same $\phi^*$. For MFP0.23 the overall particle volume fraction is the lowest, however the microgel volume fraction is also the lowest, hence the depletion interaction is overall particle volume fraction is the lowest, however the microgel does not greatly affect $\phi^*$ due to the counteracting forces that occur when the microgels are added. The addition of soft particles to the system weakens the inter-particle interactions. The increase in the total volume fraction, however, strengthens the particle interactions. Consequently the overall phase behaviour remains largely unchanged.

Rheological studies have been used to probe the difference in the particle interaction strengths further. Adding microgels to a hard sphere–polymer mixture does not significantly affect the particle interaction strength, particularly at high polymer concentrations. This is due to the two counteracting effects of the microgel particles. At low polymer concentrations, however, the effect of the particle softness appears to dominate the interaction strength and hence adding microgels to a hard sphere–polymer mixture actually decreases the inter-particle interactions.

Confocal microscopy was used on one sample with a fixed particle volume fraction and it was concluded that a homogenous network of both hard and soft particles is formed. This is consistent with the depletion interactions between soft and hard particles being stronger than those between two soft particles.
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